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1. INTRODUCTION 
Comparison theorems of Sturm’s type will be obtained for a pair of linear 
self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equations. The formulation of the main 
theorem is given in a very general and novel form in terms of eigenvalues 
associated with boundary problems for the differential operators. The proof 
is obtained as an easy consequence of Courant’s variational principle for the 
quadratic functional associated with an eigenvalue problem [l]. 
In the case of second order elliptic equations, an extension of the theorem 
of Clark and the author is obtained [2]. In particular, this implies Leighton’s 
generalization [3] of the classical Sturm-Picone theorem and the result of 
Hartman and Wintner [4]. 
In Section 3, the main theorem is formulated for a class of self-adjoint 
elliptic operators of even order 2m. An extension of Kreith’s comparison 
theorem [5] for 4th order ordinary equations is obtained as a special case. 
2. RESULTS FOR SECOND ORDER OPERATORS 
Let R be a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space En, with 
boundary S having a piecewise continuous unit normal. A typical point in En 
will be denoted by x = (xl, 9, ..., x”). Partial differentiation with respect 
to xi will be denoted by Di (i = 1, 2, **a, n). Linear self-adjoint elliptic 
operators L defined by 
Lu = + I- i D,(a&u) + bu ) aij = aii (1) 
i.j=l I 
will be considered on R, where the aij , b, and c are real-valued continuous 
functions on R, c > 0 on i?, and the symmetric matrix (aii) is positive definite 
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in R.. A “solution” of Lu = 0 is supposed to have uniformly continuous 
first partial derivatives in R, and all derivatives involved in (1) are supposed 
to exist, be continuous, and satisfy Lu = 0 at every point of R. 
Let B be the linear boundary operator defined by 
B[u] = (TU + i aiiNiDju, 
i.j=l 
(2) 
where u is nonnegative and continuous on S, and (Nj) denotes the (continu- 
ous) unit normal to S. The operator L is the Euler- Jacobi operator associated 
with the quadratic functional J defined by 
J[u] = J, [E aij D~u D*u + buz] dx + S a~’ A. 
s 
The domain D of J is defined to be the set of all real-valued continuous 
functions on R which have uniformly continuous first partial derivatives in R. 
Let 5 denote the Hilbert space L:(R), with inner product defined by 
and norm 1) u 11 = (u, u)~/~. Courant’s variational principle for flu] may be 
stated as follows [l, p. 3991. 
MINIMUM PRINCIPLE. The function u E 3) which minimizes J[u] under 
the condition 11 u 11 = 1 is an eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest 
eigenvalue of the problem 
Lu = Au, B[u] = 0 on S. (4) 
Consider, in addition to (1) and (2), a second differential operator L* and a 
second boundary operator B* defined by 
L*u = f I- ig, Di(a:j Dju) + b*ul , 
B*[u] = U*U + i aEN, D,u, 
W-1 
(6) 
where aQ , b* satisfy the same conditions as aij , b, and u, respectively. The 
associated quadratic functional J* is the analogue of (3). The variation of 
J[u] is defined as 
E[u] = 1, [z (aij - a:) Diu D,u + (b - b*) u”] dx + f, (0 - o*> u2h- (7) 
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The analogue of (4) for the operators L*, B* is the eigenvalue problem 
L% = her, B*[v] = 0 on S. (8) 
THEOREM 1. If the eigenvalue problem (4) fog L has an eigenvalue h 
with an associated eigenfunction u satisfying E[u] > 0, then the problem (8) 
for L * has at least one eigenvalue less than A. 
PROOF. Since u is a solution of (4), it follows from Green’s formula 
.b] = Jh ULU c(x) dx + s, uB[u] ds 
that J[u] = h I] u (12. Th e condition E[u] > 0 is equivalent to J*[u] < /[u]. 
Hence the minimum of J*[u] among functions u E D with ]I u (1 = 1 is less 
than A. The conclusion then follows from Courant’s minimum principle. 
THEOREM 2. If (4) has a nontrivial solution u such that E[u] > 0, then 
every solution of (8) (with the same h as in (4)) vanishes at some point in R. 
PROOF. According to Theorem 1, the smallest eigenvalue ha of (8) is less 
than A. Since b* is continuous and c is positive on R, there exists a positive 
number 01 such that b* + (YC > 0 on 8. Green’s function K(x, t) for the 
operator c(L* + a) with the boundary condition B*[v] = 0 on S (i.e., 
Robin’s function) is therefore nonnegative in R [6, p. 1611. The eigenfunc- 
tions of L* + 01 (which are identical with those of L*) are the eigenfunctions 
of the linear integral equation V(X) = h(v, K(x, .)) whose kernel is the above 
Green’s function. Hence an easy extension of Jentzsch’s theorem [7] on 
integral equations with positive kernels shows that an eigenfunction v,, 
corresponding to X, can be assigned which has nonnegative values everywhere 
in R. Since v, , v are eigenfunctions of (8) corresponding to distinct eigenvalues 
h, , X, it follows that v is orthogonal to v,, in 5. Hence v must vanish at some 
point in R. 
The following special case of Theorem 2 is obtained when X = 0 and 
(r = co. 
THEOREM 3. If there exists a nontrivial solution u of Lu = 0 in R such that 
u = 0 on S and 
S, [z (aii - az) D~u Dju + (b - b*) u2] dx > 0, 
then every solution of L*v = 0 vanishes at some point in i?. 
PROOF. In this case, the admissibility class 9 in Courant’s minimum 
principle (i.e., the domain of J) is replaced by the class I),, of all functions 
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in D which vanish on S [l, p. 4001, and the boundary condition B[u] = 0 
on S in (4) is replaced by u = 0 on S. The domain of J* is a as before. 
By hypothesis, X = 0 is an eigenvalue of (4). As in the proof of Theorem 1, 
J*[u] < J[u] = h 1) u 112 = 0. 
Since u E Q, and 9, C 3, the minimum of J*[u] among u E % with 11 u 11 = 1 
is negative. Hence the smallest eigenvalue h, of (8) is negative. Let v,, be a 
corresponding nonnegative eigenfunction, 
L*o, = h,v, , I?*[q)] = 0 on S. 
If z, vanishes at any point of S, the proof is finished. Otherwise, there is no 
loss of generality in assuming that v > 0 on S. Define u* in (6) by 
u* = v-1 1 i a$$ Djo /. 
id=1 
Then B*[w] > 0 on S. It follows from Green’s symmetric formula that 
4 I wvoc(x) dx = s R (WL *v.- w&*v) c(x) dx R 
= 
f 
s (w,B*[v] - uB*[wo]) as. 
Since h, < 0 and v,, > 0 in R, the assumption v > 0 in R leads to a con- 
tradiction. Hence v must vanish at some point in R. 
Theorem 3 is virtually the result obtained by Clark and Swanson by a 
different method [2]. An example given in [2] shows that it is a proper 
generalization of the Hartman-Wintner comparison theorem [4]. When 
n == 1, it reduces to Leighton’s theorem [3]. 
The following corollary of Theorem 2 reduces to the Hartman-Wintner 
theorem in the special case h = 0, 0 = 00. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that CJ > CT* on S and that (uii - UC) is positive 
semi-dejk’te and b > b* on I?. Suppose in addition either that b > b* at some 
point or that (aij - ufj) is positive definite and b # 0 at some point. If there exists 
a nontrivial solution u of (4) such that u does not vanish in any open set con- 
tained in R, then every solution of (8) vanishes at some point of R. 
The hypothesis that u does not vanish in any open set in R can be I! . zd 
if the coefficients aij are of class C2,1(R) ( i.e., all second derivatives exist and 
are Lipschitzian), for under this assumption Aronszajn’s unique continuation 
theorem [8] ensures that u cannot vanish in an open set of R unless it vanishes 
identically in R. 
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3. EXTENSION TO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OF ORDER 2m 
Theorem 1 will now be extended to elliptic operators L of even order 
2m (m = 1,2, *se) defined by 
L” = ; p1 (- 1P w@,j Dj”U) + bu/ , Ujj = aii , (10) 
where b is real and continuous on i?, c is positive and continuous on R, the 
aii are real and of class Cm(R), and the symmetric matrix (Q) is positive 
definite in R. The domain D of L is defined to be the set of all real-valued 
functions on W of class Czm(R). 
Let u and uiik (i,j = 1, 2, *.* n; k = 1, 2, m-1, m - 1) be continuous func- 
tions on S such that u > 0 and the matrix (cr&, i, j = 1, 2, *a*, n, is positive 
definite on S for each k. Let B and Bi, be the linear boundary operators 
defined by 
B[u] = uu - (- 1)” c Dy-l(aij Dj%) IVi , 
i.i 
i = 1, 2, *.., n; k = 1,2, me*, m - 1. 
Let J be the quadratic functional defined by 
+ j i mflujjk Diku DjkuN,Nj ds. 
Si.+l k=l 
Courant’s minimum principle states that the function u E a which mini- 
mizes J[u] under the condition 1) u /I = 1 is an eigenfunction corresponding 
to the smallest eigenvalue of the problem 
Lu = Au; B[u] = B,,[u] = 0 on S, 
i = 1,2, .*a, n; k = 1,2, e-e, m - 1. (12) 
We consider in addition to L and B, B, , a second differential operator L* 
and additional boundary operators B*, B$ , where the coefficients a$ , 
b*, u*, and uiik * satisfy the same conditions as aij , b, u, and uijk , respectively. 
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The associated quadratic functional is the analogue of (11). The eigenvalue 
prohlem for these operators is 
L% = hv, B*[v] = B&[v] = 0 on S, 
i = 1, 2, *.., n; k = 1,2, *me, m - 1. 
The variation of J[u] is defined as 
E[u] = 1, z [(~ij - ~5) Dirnu Dj”‘u + (b - b*) u’] O!X 
(13) 
+ S, [(u - u*) U’ + C (ok - ~zk) Dtu Djku N,N] A* (14) 
iA.k 
THEOREM 4. If (12) has an eigenvalue h with an associated eigenfunction u 
satisfying E[u] > 0, then (13) has at least one eigenvalue less than A. 
The proof follows similarly to that of Theorem 1 from the following ver- 
sion of Green’s Formula: 
.fkl = j-, ULU c(x) dx + j-, 1 uB[u] + z; D,‘“uB,[u] Ni 1 ok 
An extension of Kreith’s comparison theorem [7] for 4th order ordinary 
differential equations will now be obtained as a special case of Theorem 4. 
In the case n = 1, m = 2, the differential operators L and L* reduce to 
Lu = + [(au”)” + bu], a>O,c>O (15) 
L*v = ; [(a*v”)” + b*v], a* >o. (16) 
The domain R is in this case an interval (xi , ~a). The boundary conditions 
have the form 
yijuW-l)(xi) + (- l)“+j (&)(2-j) (xi) = 0, (17) 
Y;v+~)(x,) + (- l)i+j (u*v”)@-1) (xi) = 0, i, j = 1,2, 
yij > 0, Y?j > 0, i, j = 1,2. (18) 
The variation (14) reduces to 




THEOREM 5. Suppose there exists a solution u of Lu = 0 satisfying the 
boundary conditions (17) such that E[u] > 0. If  b* < 0 in (x,, , x2), then every 
solution ofL*v = 0 satisfying (18) has a zero in (x1 , x2). 
PROOF. The differential equations Lu = 0, L*v = 0, are equivalent to 
MU = - A [(au”)” + (b - b*) u] = u, 
M*v = - k [(a*#)“] = v, 
respectively, in which the differential operators M, M* so defined are of the 
same type as the operators L, L* in (15), (16). By hypothesis, the eigenvalue 
problems 
Mu = Au, u satisfies (17) (19) 
M*v = /.Lv, v satisfies (18) (20) 
have eigenvalues h = 1, p = 1, respectively. These problems are of type 
(12), (13), respectively. Since E[u] > 0, Theorem 4 shows that the smallest 
eigenvalue p0 of (20) satisfies p0 < 1. Green’s function for M* corresponding 
to boundary conditions (18) is positive (Kreith’s proof [5] in the case a* = 1 
is erfsily extended). It follows from Jentzsch’s theorem [7] that an eigenfunc- 
tion v,, corresponding to p,, exists which is positive in (xi , xs). The orthogo- 
nality (va , v) = 0 therefore implies that g must vanish at least once in 
(Xl Y x2)- 
In the special case that the condition E[u] > 0 is replaced by the conditions 
a=a*=l. , b 3 b*; 0 -=c r; < Yiyii , i,j= 1,2, 
Theorem 5 reduces to Kreith’s comparison Theorem [5]. 
The following example illustrates that Theorem 5 is more general than 
Kreith’s theorem. Let R be the interval (0, r) and let L and L* be the 4th 
order operators defined by 
Lu = u(4) - 4 P u, 
L*v = v(4) - (p” + k - x) 21, o<x<rr, 
where p is the smallest positive root of the equation cash pn = secti. 
Clearly 8 <p < 2. It is well known and easy to verify that the function II 
defined by 
44 = S(x) - (g&) C(x), 
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where 
S(x) = sinpx - sinhpx; C(x) = cospx - coshpx 
satisfies 
Lu=O; u(0) = u’(0) = u(7f) = u’(7r) = 0. 
In this case, a = a* = 1, b = - p4, b* = - p4 - tZ + x, and the varia- 
tion reduces to 
E[u] = 1” (k - x) U”(X) dx. 
JO 
Let k be any number in the interval (0, rr) for which EL;] > 0. Then, 
according to Theorem 5, every solution of L*v = 0 satisfying the boundary 
conditions (18) has a zero in (0, z-). This cannot be concluded from Kreith’s 
result. 
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